I see https and the company ID. I can trust this website!

Shall I buy on this site, or somewhere else?
trust booster

HTTPS + Company ID = TRUST

|

HTTPS + No Company ID = NO TRUST

Solution
The Extended Validation certificate is an all-in-one solution and the most secure product currently available on
the market.

Explanation
Many SSL certificates are available on the market and
it can be confusing. In a nutshell, some provide full authentication and encryption while the others only activate https connections without displaying Company IDs.
They are called Domain-Validated (DV).

trust booster

Cheaper and issued within minutes, they might seem
appealing but can’t be trusted when it comes to protect
personal data: the transmission path could be leaded to
any recipients such as fraudsters.

Founded in France in 1996, TBS Internet
launched the SSL certificate aggregator
business in order to best serve customers.
15 years later, we are providing certification solutions and offering the largest
product range on the market, embracing
technology and audit changes.

How to recognise a Domain-validated certificate?
Click on the padlock: seeing the name of the organization indicates a good security level, if not you are facing
a DV certificate which anonymize the website owner.

Buy directly these SSL brands from our
website and receive extra advice at no
extra cost.
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EV certificates are spotted AT A GLANCE thanks to
their unique green visual indicator (such as the green
address bar). This indicator cannot be copied by
fraudsters.
EV certificates display the website’s owner name
directly on the user interface (no need to trigger the

padlock to find out). It creates trust and TRUST MEANS
BUSINESS!
Thanks to EV’s worldwide quality vetting process,
consumers get a clear reassurance on whom they are
dealing with.

Did you know that encryption (https) connections grew up along with the Internet?
Certification Authorities (SSL issuers) and Internet browser vendors have always been working together to
create trusted connections.

WANT TO ENHANCE YOUR SECURITY LEVEL TO INCREASE YOUR SALES?
Get acquainted with SSL certificates and authentication!
http://www.tbs-certificates.co.uk/AUTHENTICATION
FED UP WITH UNHELPFUL CERTIFICATION AUTHORITIES
AND SERVICE-LESS SSL RESELLERS?
Find out the numerous services we provide and outsource
your certificate management!
http://www.tbs-certificates.co.uk/

